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ABSTRACT. A number of steps are required to create comprehensive, flexible electronic editions
of ancient documents, especially those whose visual quality has degraded and those available
in multiple versions. Besides acquisition and display of materials, support is required for interrelating variants, and interfaces are needed to allow deriving and justifying new editions.
Furthermore, lower-level mechanisms are needed to allow the maintenance of discovered and
specified relationships. Although solutions can be found in other applications for handling
some portions of the specific steps, still there are challenges to meet the steps’ new requirements and to integrate the individual steps seamlessly. This paper presents an overview of a
work-in-progress to create an integrated system for processing printed documents with degraded visual quality and multi-variant contents. Additionally, the implementation of the three modules enabling creation of new editions, providing underlying database support, and customizing
hypertext documents for readers are described in detail.
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1. INTRODUCTION
For several years, we have been building a digital archive based around the works
of Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra (1547–1616), the author of Don Quixote de la Mancha. Don Quixote, often recognized as the first modern novel, provides illustration of
many of the issues involved in creation of electronic editions. No manuscript of the
work has survived, only a number of editions published during Cervantes’ lifetime.
The available images of these manuscripts are duplicated from archival microfilms
and are typical quality for many rare and important documents received from distant
libraries; while readable they reflect severe compromises in image quality. Unfortunately, due to administrative or budgetary restrictions, the availability of better copies
is unlikely due to both the age of original material and the rareness of the original
texts; the holders of rare printed texts usually are unwilling to subject them to additional scanning or copying.

Figure 1. Textual image of a page from the 1605 princeps edition of Don Quixote
Figure 1 shows the image of one page, converted from a 35mm microfilm, of the
1605 princeps edition of Don Quixote. Obviously, the quality of this facsimile im-
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age presents significant challenges for content acquisition as well as presentation. As
Figure 1 shows, unacceptable visual quality results from background noise, shadows
along spine and edges, distortions to the image introduced in copying, written annotations, and library stamps. Further challenges to automatic processing are caused by the
unusual letter forms used in classical Spanish and typesetting conventions no longer
used today. The effect of document image quality on the correction rate for optical
character recognition (OCR) is significant, especially when the image quality degrades
below specific thresholds [GAR 98, CAS 90]. A poor recognition rate increases the
acquisition cost dramatically due to necessary heavy manual post-processing work
such as proof-reading and correction.
As a separate factor, important texts in the humanities often have been preserved
in multiple early versions. Even when the author’s original manuscripts are no longer
available, insights into the work can be gained by comparison of different impressions
of the first edition and of editions prepared while the author was still alive. For example, there are eleven significant versions1 of Don Quixote de la Mancha, including the
princeps – the earliest printed edition, published in Madrid, 1605. Many variances,
discrepant text segments in different versions derived from an identical original counterpart, exist among the different copies of the same edition.2 Choosing one variance
over another is the job of a Cervantes scholar, and different scholars may, of course,
make different choices based on their interpretation of the raw material. Our acquisition process supports the specification of such choices, allowing the categorization of
the choice and association of justification for it.
Our project team, comprised of researchers from the areas of Computer Science
and Spanish Literature, is seeking to produce a unified, electronic variorum edition
of Don Quixote. The virtual variorum edition will contain multiple copies of the 11
significant early editions of Don Quixote, annotation of the variances present among
the editions to allow their comparison, derivative editions, generated as the result of
scholarly analysis of the variances and bearing supporting reasoning, and scholarly
commentary by experts. The reader of a virtual variorum edition will be able to customize the text presentation, perhaps selecting different interpretations for different
applications, as well as annotate the results. Furthermore, all components in the virtual variorum edition will be interlinked, allowing easy traversal among the representations. To provide raw materials for the virtual variorum edition, we have obtained
microfilmed copies of the text from multiple collections (the Spanish National Library, the Hispanic Society of America, the British Museum, Yale University, Harvard
University, and others still in progress), which we are converting to digital images.

+

. These editions are, for volume 1: Madrid 1605 (princeps); Madrid 1605, 2nd ed.; Valencia
1605; Brussels 1607; Madrid 1608, 3rd ed.; Madrid 1637 (combined edition); Madrid 1647
(combined edition). For volume 2, they are: Madrid 1615 (princeps); Brussels 1616; Madrid
1637
(combined edition); Madrid 1647 (combined edition).
,
. According to an analysis done manually, there are 20 significant variances found in chapter
one alone, excluding variances in the use of punctuation marks. There are total of 126 chapters
in Don Quixote.
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Figure 2. General process of digitizing degraded printed texts with multi-variant contents

In this paper, we report on initial experiences based on work with the early editions
of Don Quixote de la Mancha. These experiences have lead to development of an
architecture that allows economical conversion to digital form of ancient documents
with degraded visual quality and multi-variant contents.

2. PREVIOUS WORK AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
Some effort has been devoted to the research of acquisition, preparation, and presentation of digital libraries material [BRE 96, SEA 97, LEC 98]. Issues about how to
deal with texts with degraded image quality and multi-variant contents also have been
discussed [GLA 98, BLA 95]. To offer better solutions for processing printed documents with degraded visual quality and/or multi-variant contents, methods presented
in the prior work can be extended. In addition, new methods need to be developed
to meet new requirements. An important requirement is to retain linkage among the
related data entities that are generated during different processing steps. For instance,
variances are identified during a collation phase and editing justifications are specified
during a later editing phase. A relationship exists between a variance and the editing
justifications that resulted from its analysis. It is important, therefore, to retain the
correct relationship among data entities that might be modified or removed after generation. For instance, an update to a variance should lead to a corresponding review
of the related editing justifications, or an inconsistency might be incurred. If there
is no mechanism for retaining relationships among data entities, it will be difficult to
maintain the consistency of related data entities and to present the inter-related data
entities to readers correctly. To overcome the above drawback, an appropriate integration among individual steps is necessary, data entities as well as relationships among
them will be retained and controlled in the integrated environment.

3. OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
Although there might be differences among the procedures for handling various
texts, a procedure for digitizing printed texts with poor visual quality and multi-variant
contents can be generalized, as shown in Figure 2. To perform digitization work that
follows the above procedure, a system, illustrated in Figure 3, is proposed. A num-
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Figure 3. Architecture of the system for digitizing degraded printed texts with multivariant contents

ber of functional modules in the system are necessary in the procedure, which are
described as follows: (1) After digitization, the document image enhancement module is provided to reconstruct raw images to obtain sufficient quality for Web presentation. Additionally, reconstructed images improve the accuracy rate of the later
contents recognition process. Reconstructed document images also are important for
later editing work because scholars need them to verify correct conversion from document images to the corresponding plain texts and to obtain additional clues that are
not present in the plain text form. (2) To cope with the degraded visual quality of
available facsimile images, a custom recognition module is required. The recognition module is expected to be more tolerant of noise in document images by making
use of known features of the printed text, such as the lexicon and other higher level
linguistic information in the processed text. (3) An editing tool (the MVED) is under development to support the simultaneous editing of texts with multiple versions,
which is not supported by general editing tools. The editing tool needs to facilitate
the work of locating, analyzing and classifying variances among different versions;
comparing, contrasting, and linking versions that could be in different formats (either
facsimile image or plain text). (4) A Hypermedia-based Data Entity Management System (HDEMS) is required for controlling access of data entities, recording derivation
relationships among data entities, and keeping related data entities in consistent state.
In this paper, data entities are called related if there exist relationships among them.
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Figure 4. Flow chart of data entities during the process of digitizing printed texts

Inter-relationships among data entities are created due to two major reasons: format
mutation and contents derivation. As Figure 4 shows, a large volume of various kinds
of data entities are generated by different functional modules during the process of
digitizing degraded printed texts with multi-variant contents. Thus, a framework like
the HDEMS is necessary to prevent inconsistencies among related data entities during the digitalization process. (5) A module for customizing hypertext documents is
necessary to serve readers with various backgrounds and different interests. Through
adaptable documents, readers can view different levels of material that includes editing
rationale, variances among multiple versions, and original facsimile images, besides
the edited texts.
Our early activities have focused on modules (3), (4), and (5). These modules will
be described in the following three sections.
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4. THE MULTI-VARIANT CONTENTS EDITOR (MVED)
Scholars need to prepare various editions based on their analysis of the raw material, interpreted through their knowledge and perceptions. To support the editing of documents with multiple versions, there are requirements that can not be met by current
text editing tools. These requirements include the capability of locating, analyzing
and classifying variances among different versions; and comparing and contrasting
versions that could be in different formats (either facsimile image or plain text).

4.1. Structural Overview
To fulfill these requirements, the major components in the MVED include: (1) a
collator, for comparing multiple versions of the same text to locate all textual variances
among versions. The outcome of a collation session includes the offset and length of
all variances found during the session. The offset and length data will be used by the
text synchronization mechanism to facilitate the analysis of textual variances; (2) a
mechanism for text and image synchronization, which facilitates comparing and contrasting multiple texts and their raw images. Since repeated comparison and contrast
among the multiple sources are required to conduct the analysis of variances existing
in those texts and editing decisions, an efficient mechanism for performing intensive
comparison and contrast work among multiple texts/images sources is important; (3)
a variance classification mechanism, which allows scholars to classify variances interactively, based on their knowledge and analysis of variances found by the collator.

4.2. Interactions with the MVED
The MVED is implemented in Java and is deployed on Windows NT. The MVED
can find all textual variances in a collection of up to 32 texts with multi-variant contents by comparing each to a pre-selected base text. After collation, editors can select
a specific set of variant contents in all collated texts with a mouse click. When such a
selection is made, both plain text and facsimile representation are synchronized on the
display. With support of the text/image synchronization mechanism, editors are able
to focus on comparing and contrasting contents of documents with minimum cognitive overhead.
Figure 5 shows the MVED’s main window, displaying a list of variances found in
a collation session in which three different texts are analyzed. The three texts correspond to the chapter one in three versions of Don Quixote, denoted as Madrid1605,
Madrid1608, and Madrid1637, respectively. Figure 6 shows an alternative, compact
list of the same variance list. In either the full or compact variance list, clicking any
item among a set of variances will enable text synchronization; i.e., the items of the
same set of variance in other texts will be located at the same time. As seen in Figure 7, a document viewer shows a segment of text, with the variance highlighted. If
desired, a facsimile image, also synchronized, can be displayed. Figure 8 shows three
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Figure 5. Full variance list in the MVED

synchronized viewers on a particular variance – concluìan, concluîan, and concluian
in this example. An editor also may select any region of text in any of the viewers and
synchronize the other viewers with it.
Since facsimile images are the sources of all data entities generated during the
digitizing process, access to those images is important during editing. As Figure 7
shows, there is a scrollable image display area within each document viewer window.
The synchronization mechanism between a text and its facsimile image counterpart
allows users to locate corresponding regions. In addition to this text-to-image synchronization, clicking on facsimile images and the choice list located in the top row of
each document viewer window allow users to perform image-to-text synchronization.
Whenever an editor decides to make a correction and/or commentary on a particular set of variances, pressing the Edit Var button will lead him/her to an editing dialog,
as Figure 9 shows. Through the editing dialog, the editor is able to select the correct
contents or make a correction directly, classify the edited variance into one of the five
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Figure 6. Compact variance list in the MVED
pre-determined categories3, give commentary about the editing transaction, and cite
supporting material. Pressing the Save button in the editing dialog will activate the
HDEMS to store the contents of the editing transaction into the underlying database.

4.3. Implementation Issues
Due to the limits of available OCR techniques, it is not feasible to perform realtime synchronization between texts and their facsimile images counterparts. The feasible solution is to collect the coordinates of every line in facsimile images with a
supporting tool. These pre-collected coordinates are used by the text-image synchronization mechanism to locate the region of an image approximately, which derives the
corresponding paragraph of plain text.

C

. The five categories: printing errors, typographical errors, spelling variants, substantialcertain, and substantial-uncertain, were developed by a domain expert after examination of
the texts and existing scholarly practices.
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Figure 7. Highlighted variance in the version of Madrid 1605

5. THE HYPERMEDIA-BASED DATA ENTITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Besides enforcing consistency control, two other objectives of the HDEMS are
(1) providing common functionality, such as navigating among related data entities,
for different upper-layered applications through uniform interface, which increase the
modularity; and (2) facilitating efficient project management, such as being able to
keep track of relationships among data entities.

5.1. Architecture of the HDEMS
Figure 10 shows the structure of the HDEMS and the relationship between the
HDEMS and other applications. As Figure 10 shows, data entities can be stored in
two places: either in the underlying database or in the file system. However, for the
sake of efficient access control and verification, both the metadata and relationships of
data entities, which are accessed frequently, are stored in the underlying database. All
upper-layered applications access data entities through the application interface (API)
of the HDEMS.
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Figure 8. Three Synchronized Documents with Texts and Images

5.2. Underlying Database Design
We chose to place data entities, relationships among them, and their metadata into
a relational database for the following reasons. First of all, there are large number
of instances of each type of entity and there exists a regular pattern of relationships
among specific types of entities. Second, with features (metadata) of entities stored in
a structured format, it is easier to locate particular entities precisely, by using metadata to specify the entities of interest. Third, the relationships among entities can be
modeled by the entity-relationship (E-R) model [CHE 76, OZK 90, OZK 86], which
is the underlying model of relational databases.
The first step of designing the underlying database is identifying all necessary
entities, along with their attributes. There are two types of data entities generated
during the process of creating electronic variorum editions: single-edition entity and
cross-edition entity. Single-edition entities are those entities which contents come
from one edition only. In our system, identified single-edition data entities include (1)
raw image: the class for the images obtained from digitizing microfilms that record
original texts, (2) enhanced image: the class for the enhanced images that will result in
more efficient automatic contents recognition, (3) full page in ASCII: the class for the
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Figure 9. Variance Editing Dialog Interface

plain texts obtained based on the facsimile images, (4) text paragraph within a page:
a paragraph of text within one page, used for recording a variant string belonging to a
particular variance, and (5) text segment: comprises continuous full pages in ASCII,
that will be the basis for text collation to find textual variances among different editions
of the same text. In contrast to single-edition entity, cross-edition entities’ contents
come from multiple editions. The identified cross-edition entities are (1) collation
session: specifies one set of text segments, which textual collation was performed
to find the variances among the given set of text segments, (2) variance: includes all
information about a particular variance found during the process of a collation session,
and (3) editing transaction: records contribution from the editors.
After identifying the entities and their attributes, the entity-relationship (E-R) model is used to model the relationships among the data entities. The derivational relationships among the data entities are modeled in two ways, depending on the type of the
relationship. The one-to-many relationship is is represented by means of primary key
(PK) - foreign key (FK) pairing. The requirements of the system determine which
types of relationships are defined among entities. For example, the one-to-many relationship between the raw image class and the enhanced image class reflects that
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more than one images could be produced by enhancing the same one raw image. The
many-to-many relationship, also known as association, need to be represented as tables in E-R models. These associative tables are used by the HDEMS API to perform
navigation; upper-layered applications do not know the existence of these tables.

5.3. Implementation
The relational database management system used in this work is Oracle 8. Tables
in the database store various data entities, their metadata, and relationships. To access
data entities in the database, the MVED uses JDBC — a standard relational database
interface for Java programs. Another module needing access to the data entities is a
unified document composer which will be discussed later, to access the data entities by
using “oraperl” — a package for connecting Perl programs and the Oracle database.
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Figure 11. Options and unified hypertext document in a browser

6. The Reader’s Interface
Even with raw facsimile images, texts, and editing transactions stored in the system, the whole system will not be complete without an interface through which readers
are able to access the raw material and editing records. Two goals of the reader’s interface in our system are (1) to provide higher availability (allow more readers to access
the contents of the system) and (2) to allow readers to customize unified documents,
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i.e., to generate any combinations of raw material and editing records, based upon
their preferences. To achieve the goals, a Web-based reader’s interface is developed,
which uses standard Web browsers to accept a reader’s input and to display unified
documents, generated by a CGI program based on reader’s input. As the left-side
frame in Figure 11 shows, through the composition options, readers can select the
sources of material. The unified document, shown in the right-side frame in Figure
11, will be created based on the selected options.
The CGI program is responsible for composing a hypertext document dynamically.
Upon receiving a request from the reader, the hypertext document composer performs
a sequence of operations to generate a customized unified document. These operations
include (1) parsing the given arguments from Web browser to determine the reader’s requirement. (2) Matching the reader’s requirements with available material by
sending queries to the underlying data-entity database. (3) Fetching the best-matched
material from the data entity database. If the system can not find the requested data
entities, the best alternative data entities will be sent for display. For example, if a
reader want to see the variances categorized as printing errors by Editor-A but there
is no editing transaction classified as “printing error” by Editor-A, the system will
search for a variance identified as resulting from printing errors by any other editor
for display. The system will use the corresponding variance in the base text as default
replacement if no appropriate editing classifications exist in the database. (4) Associating hyperlinks with inter-relationships among data entities, for example, associating
hyperlinks with editing records that contain detailed information about raw material,
editing commentaries, and participating editors. Thus, in addition to browsing unified
documents, readers also can investigate the edited material in detail through these hyperlinks. As Figure 11 shows, in the unified document, each variance is color-coded,
enlarged, and associated with a hyperlink represented by a magnifying glass icon.
Clicking an icon will lead reader to another browser window where all data entities
related to the associated variance are displayed or can be reached through other hyperlinks; see Figure 12. If more than one editing transactions has been made on the
same variance by different editors, reader can select any one of the editing transactions
by using the pull-down menu in the upper-side frame. Besides editing transactions,
readers also can view facsimile images, which contain the variances of interest in the
lower-side frame. (5) Composing a unified documents by concatenating fetched data
entities in the order of occurrence. The unified hypertext document will be sent back
to reader’s browser through the Web server.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Due to rareness, access to ancient documents usually is restricted, which hinders the research work of domain experts and awareness of rare documents by general
readers. Besides presenting the overview of an integrated system for digitizing ancient documents with degraded visual quality and multi-variant contents, this paper
details three modules that are under development. First, this paper describes how an
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Figure 12. Browser window displaying details of a variance

editing tool for documents with multi-variant contents (MVED) can locate variances,
facilitate comparison and contrast of multiple versions of the same document, and allow scholars to correct and comment on particular parts of the document. With it’s
embedded synchronization mechanism, the MVED can locate a set of variant contents
in every collated texts as well as the corresponding facsimile image based on a particular segment of texts. Following the MVED, this paper describes how derivational
relationships among related data entities can be stored in a relational database, thus
less inconsistencies will result from the frequent update on the linkage structure of
related entities and the contents of entities. The third module presented in detail is a
Web-based readers’ interface. The pervasiveness of Web browsers increases the avail-
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ability of both raw and edited material. Through the Web-based interface, readers can
customize the composition of unified texts, as well as traverse among all related data
entities through hyperlinks.
Integrating the above modules together, a generic solution is formed for creating
electronic editions of ancient textual documents. The integrated system benefits scholars by associating raw materials with their editing rationale closely and precisely. The
association also allows dynamic links among raw materials and support for multiple
scholarly interpretations. This facilitates serving readers with different backgrounds,
interests, and goals. In addition, readers are not limited by the decisions made by
editors, readers can create customized editions at will. More broadly, we believe that
the concepts, working procedures, and software techniques will be helpful in handling
issues of mid-to-large scale processing of ancient documents for a wide variety of
additional collections.
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